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Abstract
Chimeric proteins are used to study protein domain functions and to recombine protein domains for novel or optimal
functions. We used a library of chimeric integrase proteins to study DNA integration specificity. The library was constructed
using a directed shuffling method that we adapted from fusion PCR. This method easily and accurately shuffles multiple
DNA gene sequences simultaneously at specific base-pair positions, such as protein domain boundaries. It produced all 27
properly-ordered combinations of the amino-terminal, catalytic core, and carboxyl-terminal domains of the integrase gene
from human immunodeficiency virus, prototype foamy virus, and Saccharomyces cerevisiae retrotransposon Ty3.
Retrotransposons can display dramatic position-specific integration specificity compared to retroviruses. The yeast
retrotransposon Ty3 integrase interacts with RNA polymerase III transcription factors to target integration at the
transcription initiation site. In vitro assays of the native and chimeric proteins showed that human immunodeficiency virus
integrase was active with heterologous substrates, whereas prototype foamy virus and Ty3 integrases were not. This
observation was consistent with a lower substrate specificity for human immunodeficiency virus integrase than for other
retrovirus integrases. All eight chimeras containing the Ty3 integrase carboxyl-terminal domain, a candidate targeting
domain, failed to target strand transfer in the presence of the targeting protein, suggesting that multiple domains of the
Ty3 integrase cooperate in this function.
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core (CCD), and carboxyl-terminal (CTD) domains [2,6,7]. The
NTD contains a conserved HHCC zinc-binding motif and has
been implicated in multimerization. The CCD is the most
conserved domain and contains the D,DX35E residues, which
chelate metal cations required for catalysis. The CCD of HIV-1
IN is sufficient for reversal of integration (‘‘disintegration’’), but not
for the forward reaction of strand transfer [8,9]. IN shows
specificity for cDNA ends and displays local target site sequence
bias (reviewed in [2,10]). Recent in vitro functional studies of PFV
IN [11] coupled with the intact PFV IN crystal structure [11–13]
have explicated the molecular basis of PFV IN binding to the
cDNA ends. The intact PFV IN structure, together with previous
partial structures of HIV-1 IN (e.g. [14] and reviewed in [2]), has
also enabled more detailed modeling of the homologous HIV-1 IN
[15]. Residues in the CCD of PFV IN interact in a base-specific
pattern with the ends of the substrate cDNA. Residues of this
domain also interact with the phosphodiester backbone of the

Introduction
The yeast retrotransposon Ty3 integrates specifically at RNA
polymerase III (Pol III) transcription initiation sites [1], but the
Ty3 integrase (IN) is not well understood structurally. In contrast
there is considerable information about the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV)-1 and prototype foamy virus (PFV) IN
structures (reviewed in [2]), but the precise mechanism of their
relatively subtle regional integration biases is not well understood
[3]. Here, we used chimeric IN protein libraries to study
integration DNA sequence specificity.
IN proteins of retroviruses and long terminal repeat (LTR)
retrotransposons mediate integration of the replicated complementary (c)DNA into the host genome via nucleophilic attack by
the cDNA 39-OH at staggered phosphodiester bonds of the target
DNA [4] (reviewed in [2,5]). Structural and functional studies of
retroviral IN proteins distinguish amino-terminal (NTD), catalytic
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domain prediction, threading, and refinement. The CCD domain
is the most similar to retroviral domains, and also delimits the
flanking NTD and CTD domains. Initial candidate domain
boundaries were obtained from multiple sequence alignments
constructed using Cobalt [31], ClustalW [32], and T-Coffee [33]
for HIV-1 IN (GB:AEA11266.1), PFV IN (PDB: 3L2Q:A), Ty3 IN
(GB:AAA98435.1) (Fig. 1 and Table S1), and Moloney murine
leukemia virus IN (GB: NP_955592.1). A PSI-BLAST search with
these sequences plus ASV IN (PDB: 1CXQ:A) identified a gypsy
retrotransposon IN-like sequence in the human genome, NP060146.2, intermediate between PFV and Ty3 IN. The PFV IN
CCD and other candidate domain boundaries were mapped onto
NP-060146.2 and then onto the Ty3 IN primary sequence. These
candidate boundaries were further analyzed using other bioinformatics tools, including Phyre [34], SAM-T08 [35], SMART [36],
Jpred [37], PSIPRED [38], and Meta-TASSER [39]. The final
domain boundary assignments represented a consensus based on
these different approaches.

target DNA, bending the target DNA at the point of nucleophilic
attack. Interaction also occurs between target DNA and R329 and
R362 in the CTD [12]. In addition retrovirus IN CTD has been
demonstrated to have nonspecific DNA binding activity [5].
Specific substrate cDNA contacts and local target DNA
sequence biases have been attributed to retrovirus IN. In addition,
retroviruses display poorly understood but broad genomic
targeting biases, which correlate in various ways with transcription
patterns [16]. Based on the DNA binding activity demonstrated
for retrovirus IN CTD and the general lack of CTD conservation,
it has been speculated that the CTD contributes to long range
targeting. However, currently the best understood host targeting
factor is the chromatin associated protein, LEDGF, which is
required for wild-type levels of HIV-1 integration in vivo. Despite
the fact that LEDGF targeting appears to be specific for HIV-1, its
interaction maps to the CCD with contributions from the NTD
[17–20].
Retrotransposons differ from retroviruses in that many retrotransposons display dramatic genomic targeting [21]. Among
fungal elements this is particularly apparent. Ty1 and Ty5, copialike elements of S. cerevisiae, target the nucleosome-bound region
within 750 bases upstream of RNA Pol III promoters [22], and
Sir4, a heterochromatin component [23], respectively. Gypsy-like
elements are classified based on the presence or absence of a
chromodomain in the IN CTD [24]. In elements such as
MAGGY, this chromodomain enables targeting to epigenetic
modifications of histones [25] (reviewed in [25,26]). Other gypsylike elements target promoter regions. Schizosaccharomyces pombe Tf1
targets Pol II promoters [27,28]. S. cerevisiae Ty3 targets Pol III
initiation sites [1].
Thus, detailed structural information and in vitro assays are
available for retrovirus IN proteins, but in vivo regional targeting is
relatively subtle and complex. In contrast, retrotransposons can
have dramatic targeting and discrete CTD subdomains have been
implicated, but a recombinant in vitro integration reaction which
recapitulates targeting has been lacking. Recent development of an
in vitro assay in which Ty3 targeting is recapitulated by a single
synthetic RNA Pol III transcription factor and recombinant Ty3
IN [29] motivated our current investigation of the domains
required for Ty3 targeting to Pol III transcription initiation sites
using a chimeric protein strategy.
We produced a chimeric IN protein library containing all
twenty-seven properly ordered combinations of the NTD, CCD,
and CTD domains of the IN gene from HIV, PFV, and Ty3. The
protein domain boundaries of HIV and PFV were taken from Xray crystal structures, while those of Ty3 were predicted based on
molecular modeling and alignment with retrovirus integrases. The
Ty3 IN CCD structure was modeled and aligned with PFV and
HIV-1 IN CCDs to facilitate definition of the Ty3 CCD
boundaries. A directed shuffling method adapted from fusion
PCR was used to assemble the three full-length recoded native
genes and 24 chimeric genes. We expressed and purified the 27
recombinant recoded native and chimeric IN proteins and assayed
strand transfer for each of the three donor substrates.

2. Directed Shuffling based Chimera Construction
Broadly speaking, there are two general methods that use PCR
and bipartite PCR primers to assemble genes for chimeric
proteins: (1) Splicing by Overlap Extension (SOEing) [40–44],
and (2) fusion PCR [45], which is adapted here (literature
nomenclature is inconsistent, and some SOEing methods are
labeled fusion PCR [46]). In both methods, the bipartite primers
are essentially the same: an upstream half that matches the
downstream end of the upstream DNA chimeric fragment,
followed by a downstream half that matches the upstream end
of the downstream DNA chimeric fragment. The methods differ in
the number and use of the bipartite primers, and in the way the
DNA chimeric fragments are assembled into the final chimeric
gene product. In the first SOEing step, each DNA chimeric
fragment is amplified separately using the sense-strand bipartite
primer at its upstream end and the antisense-strand bipartite
primer at its downstream end. The result is double-stranded DNA
(ds-DNA) chimeric fragments with flanking ds-DNA regions that
overlap the adjacent ends of the upstream and downstream
adjacent chimeric ds-DNA fragments. In the second SOEing step,
the overlapping chimeric ds-DNA fragments are all PCR
amplified together with end PCR primers for the final chimeric
gene product. Both 39 ends of each chimeric ds-DNA fragment
extend first into their adjacent overlapping fragments and
ultimately through the 59 end of the final chimeric gene product,
which is amplified by the end PCR primers. In contrast, in the first
step of the fusion PCR strategy, only the sense (or only the antisense) bipartite primers are added to the native or recoded source
genes. Bipartite primers are extended as single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) first into their adjacent overlapping fragments and
ultimately through the 59 end of the final chimeric gene product.
In the second step of this strategy, end primers for the final
chimeric gene product are added, which amplify the final chimeric
gene product. Thus, SOEing is potentially more reliable because
the bipartite primers extend in both directions, and so the reaction
succeeds if either primer extension succeeds; while fusion PCR is
potentially more efficient because only one bipartite primer is
required for each chimeric junction instead of two in SOEing, and
because potentially fewer separate PCR reactions need be done
than are required by SOEing.
We introduced several technical improvements into the original
fusion PCR method [45]. Several fusion PCR reactions could be
performed in the same tube at the same time to produce multi-part
chimeras in the same reaction. DpnI was added to digest the
original template when the NTD and CTD domains were from

Materials and Methods
1. Domain Boundary Identification
HIV-1 and PFV IN [2] structural and in vitro studies have
defined IN NTD, CCD, and CTD domains [6,9,13,30]. Because
comparable information is not available for Ty3 IN, candidate
domain boundary assignments were predicted using comparative
in silico approaches. We focused on the definition of the Ty3 CCD,
using sequence alignment, evolutionary mapping, fold recognition,
PLOS ONE | www.plosone.org
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Figure 1. Alignment of CCD domain for Ty3, PFV, and HIV-1 IN proteins. PFV and HIV-1 sequence and secondary structure alignments were
adapted from Hare, et al. [13] and Valkov, et al. [11]. Ty3 sequence and secondary structure alignments are the consensus of several methods as
described in the text. ‘‘H’’ denotes both 3–10 and alpha helices. ‘‘E’’ denotes extended (beta strand). ‘‘cons TP’’ denotes conservation between Ty3
and PFV, and ‘‘cons TPH’’ conservation between Ty3, PFV, and HIV-1, using the ClustalW conservation groups [32]. Note that PFV sequence
numbering is according to NCBI but the actual chimeric IN starts at the fourth residue in the PFV sequence. Conserved D,D X35E catalytic residues as
numbered in the alignment are Ty3 IN: D164, D225, E 261; PFV: D128, D185, E221; HIV-1: D64, D116, E152.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0063957.g001

Adaptation Index (CAI) [50] optimized for expression in S.
cerevisiae, E. coli, and human cells. The result was that every DNA
location in every IN gene was assigned a globally unique
thermodynamic address with respect to cross-hybridization [48],
and consequently the bipartite primers used in chimera construction could be targeted reliably to their desired DNA location.
Thereafter the virtual DNA sequence was again divided into the
three DNA sequences for the individual IN genes of HIV, PFV,
and Ty3.
These three IN genes were synthesized as described [48] and
detailed in Methods S1. Oligonucleotides were chemically
synthesized by Integrated DNA Technologies, Inc., (San Diego,
CA) and used to produce the source DNA for subsequent chimera
construction as described below. These three IN genes were
cloned into plasmids using the 59 NdeI site and 39 XhoI site carried
by the 59 and 39 end primers.
Directed shuffling [41] of the three IN domains by bipartite
oligonucleotides (Fig. 2A) (Table S2) was used to produce the 24
possible chimeric IN genes. Two bipartite primers were designed
for each pair of IN genes (one per chimera)(Ty3:HIV-1, HIV1:PFV, and Ty3:PFV) at each domain boundary (NTD:CCD and
CCD:CTD) (Table S4). The 59 and 39 end primers included NdeI
and XhoI restriction sites, respectively (Supplemental Materials).
Chimeras were constructed by 24 reactions, each of which
involved two steps of polymerase extension (see Fig. 2A).

the same parental gene. Perhaps most importantly, DNA and
potential RNA secondary structures [47] were removed from the
DNA sequences during IN gene recoding. In the case of DNA
structures this reduced potential for deleterious cross-hybridization, which is known to degrade mutagenesis efficiency and
correctness [48]. The presence of excessive DNA secondary
structure may require very long oligos to insure unique hybridization, which in turn may lead to problems with primer dimers,
primer hairpins, partial primer hybridization to the wrong gene
location, etc. Elimination of potential RNA structures reduces the
possibility of unanticipated consequences of non-native RNA
structures on subsequent gene expression. Reducing DNA/RNA
secondary structure and its concomitant cross-hybridization
hazard allowed us to achieve the improved construction efficiency
of fusion PCR without sacrificing the reliability of SOEing.
Here we used the CODA method [49] to remove DNA/RNA
secondary structure, but any gene design software that removed
gene secondary structure could be used to equivalent effect. First,
the IN aa sequences of HIV, PFV, and Ty3 were joined end-toend to create a large virtual aa sequence consisting of the aa
sequences of all three IN proteins, one after the other. This large
virtual aa sequence was recoded by the CODA design software
using synonymous codon substitutions into a virtual DNA
sequence (Table S2) encoding an identical virtual aa sequence,
but with reduced DNA/RNA secondary structure and a Codon
PLOS ONE | www.plosone.org
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Figure 2. Production of CODA assembled chimeric IN coding sequences. A. Example of crossover oligonucleotide-directed
production of chimeric HTT IN-coding sequence. Parental recoded HIV-1 and Ty3 IN cassettes in pCRII-Blunt-TOPO plasmids provided fulllength, methylated ‘‘parental’’ DNA templates. Step 1, the bipartite Ty3-NTDxHIV1-CCD crossover oligonucleotide was extended by polymerization on
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the Ty3 template to produce a 59-truncated coding strand. The complement (noncoding strand) of this DNA was produced by DNA polymerase
extension of primer 1 annealed to the Ty3 downstream end. This truncated noncoding strand annealed to the HIV-1 template and a polymerase
extension reaction yielded the full-length HTT noncoding strand. Step 2, primer 2 annealed to the noncoding HTT template and was extended to
yield the full-length HTT coding strand. Terminal primers were present at 0.2 mM and the crossover primer at 0.04 mM. The full-length HTT chimeric
product was amplified with the upstream HIV-1 primer 1 and downstream Ty3 primer 2. In cases where the NTD and CTD domains were from the
same gene, DpnI was added to the second reaction to remove the methylated parental DNA. B. Chimeric IN gene products. Final extension products
from the assembly described in A were isolated by electrophoresis on 1% agarose gels. Chimeric sequences are identified using three letter codes: H,
HIV-1; P, PFV; and T, Ty3; in the NTD-, CCD-, and CTD-coding regions respectively.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0063957.g002

The first reaction step used the constituent IN plasmid gene
templates and bipartite primers corresponding to the desired
NTD, CCD, and CTD domains to be joined. The necessary
template IN pCRII-Blunt-TOPO clones containing full-length
IN (50 ng each) were added to a primer extension reaction
composed of the appropriate bipartite primers at a final
concentration of 0.2mM each, along with 2.5 U of PfuUltraTM
II Fusion HS DNA polymerase (Stratagene), 300 mM dNTPs
(Fermentas), and 1X PfuUltra reaction buffer. These primer
extension and PCR amplification reactions were performed in a
thermal cycler using the following protocol: 10 min denaturation
step at 95uC, followed by 30 cycles of 20 sec at 95uC, 20 sec at
62uC, and 40 sec at 72uC, and a final step of 5 min at 72uC.
The second reaction step used NTD and CTD end primers to
amplify the chimeric product of the first reaction step. For
chimeric protein whose NTD and CTD domains were from the
same virus IN, 10 units of DpnI was added after the first reaction
step and incubated at 37uC for 2 hrs to eliminate the template.
Next, 0.2mM of 59 and 39 end primers, 300 mM dNTPs
(Fermentas, Waltham, MA), and an extra 2.5 U of PfuUltraTM II
Fusion HS DNA polymerase (Stratagene Corp., La Jolla, CA)
were added. Another PCR reaction was performed to amplify the
final chimera construct. These primer extension and PCR
amplification reactions were performed in a thermal cycler using
the same protocol as above.
The 59 and 39 end primers contained 59 NdeI site and 39 XhoI
site. The full-length PCR products were purified with Qiagen
PCR Purification Kit, digested with NdeI and XhoI, and ligated
into NdeI and XhoI sites of pET29a. Full-length sequence was
verified by DNA sequencing (Genewiz Inc., South Plainfield,
NJ).
Each chimeric gene crossover was constructed by two
polymerase extension reactions and products were amplified by
PCR (Fig. 2A). These primer extension and PCR amplification
reactions were performed in a thermal cycler using the following
protocol: 10 min denaturation step at 95uC, followed by 30 cycles
of 20 s at 95uC, 20 s at 59uC, and 40 s at 72uC, and a final step of
5 min at 72uC. PCR products were subjected to electrophoresis in
1% agarose gel (Fig. 2B). DNA products were purified with
Qiagen PCR Purification Kit according to manufacturer’s
instructions.
Although the 24 crossover products described here were
generated in separate reactions for protein expression and assays,
multi-crossover products also could be generated in a single
reaction using two or more crossover oligonucleotides and multiple
DNA templates for generating more complex libraries.

mercaptoethanol, 1 mM PMSF) was centrifuged at 20,0006g
for 30 min at 4uC, and pellet was resuspended in solubilization
buffer (20 mM HEPES pH7.5, 1 M NaCl, 10 mM CHAPS,
10% glycerol, 5 mM BME) for 1 h at 4uC to solubilize IN.
After another centrifugation at 20,0006g for 30 min at 4uC,
supernatant containing IN was further purified by nickel affinity
chromatography [29].

4. In vitro Strand-transfer Assays
IN strand-transfer reactions were performed as described
previously [29]. Samples included 50 fmole of target plasmid
(pLY1855) containing the RNA Pol III-transcribed SNR6 gene;
250 fmole of duplex DNA oligonucleotides containing one
strand with a 59 end complementary to one PCR primer and 39
end representing HIV-1, PFV, or Ty3 cDNA terminal sequence
(‘‘donor substrate’’); and 1000 fmole of HIV-1, PFV, Ty3 IN in
a total volume of 40 mL (Table S3). Reactions were performed
in the presence of Mn2+ or Mg2+. Some reactions were
performed in the presence of 250 fmole of a synthetic Ty3
targeting protein, a fusion of Pol III transcription factors Brf1
and the TATA-binding protein (Brf-TBP-Brf), referred to as
‘‘triple fusion protein’’ (TFP) [29,51]. Substrates consisted of
23 nts of a common 59 end and an HIV-1 (19 nts), PFV
(19 nts), or Ty3 (20 nts) specific U5 LTR 39 end (Table S4).
PCR to detect products used primers complementary to the
substrate and to target plasmid pLY1855. PCR to normalize
plasmid levels per reaction used primers complementary to the
gene for b-lactamase carried on pLY1855 (Table S5) [52].
Plasmids containing Ty3 sequence upstream of SNR6 on
pXQ3659/pXQ3660 and pXQ3661 were used as controls for
strand-transfer positions under MgCl2- and MnCl2- containing
conditions, respectively [29] (Fig. 3A).

Results
1. Prediction of Domain Boundaries of Ty3
Protein modeling was consistent with overall similarity of Ty3
and retroviral IN secondary structure within the CCD.
Alignment of Ty3 IN allowed identification of CCD boundaries
consistent with those established for HIV-1 and PFV IN [13].
However, alpha helices occur at the carboxyl-terminal ends of
the CCD in HIV-1 and PFV IN and alpha helical structure was
predicted in this region for Ty3 IN. Boundaries were therefore
adjusted to retain the determined or predicted helices in the
CCD domains of each protein (Fig. 1, Supplemental Material).
This analysis positioned the Ty3 IN CCD from aa 152 to 318.
Preliminary experiments indicated poor expression correlated
with the presence of a predicted RNA structure in the 59 end of the
PFV RNA and deletion of the first three codons of the PFV INcoding sequence improved bacterial expression (data not shown).
The final structural alignment upon which chimeras were designed
compares HIV-1 IN aa 57–220/288, PFV IN aa 116–278/392,
and Ty3 IN aa 152–318/536 (Fig. 1).

3. Protein Expression and Purification
The three native and twenty-four chimeric IN genes
optimized for expression in S. cerevisiae, E. coli and humans
were cloned into the NdeI and XhoI sites of pET29a (EMD
Biosciences, San. Diego, CA). Proteins were expressed by
isopropyl b-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside induction and purified
as previously described [35], with modifications. Cell lysate in
lysis buffer (20 mM HEPES pH 7.5, 1 mM EDTA, 5 mM betaPLOS ONE | www.plosone.org
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Figure 3. Expression of chimeric IN proteins. A. Composition of chimeric subdomains. B. Protein expression. Proteins were expressed in E. coli,
purified by nickel affinity chromatography, fractionated on SDS 4–20% gradient polyacrylamide gels under denaturing conditions, and stained with
Coomassie brilliant blue.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0063957.g003

Synthetic HIV-1, PFV, and Ty3 IN genes were assembled and
cloned into the expression vector, thereby fusing a vector His(6)
coding sequence to the downstream end as described in Methods
S1. Using these DNA templates in the two-step crossover PCR
(Fig. 2A), 24 chimeric sequences were generated. Wt and chimeric
products are referred to by domain source: H (HIV-1), P (PFV), or
T (Ty3) in order of NTD, CCD, and CTD. Coding regions were
confirmed by DNA sequencing. In all reactions, the major product
was of the expected sequence. In only one reaction (PHT) was
there a significant amount of off-target product (Fig. 2B). Although
all chimeric proteins were expressed, the eight chimeras containing
the Ty3 NTD were insoluble under all native conditions tested
(Fig. 3A) (data not shown). Other proteins were purified using
affinity chromatography as previously described for Ty3 IN
(Fig. 3B) [29].

generated products with all three substrates in Mn2+. Native PFV
and Ty3 IN displayed activity only with homologous donor
substrates. As previously reported, Ty3 IN-generated strand
transfer products concentrated near a sequence in the plasmid
which resembles the Ty3 cDNA termini [29]. To a lesser extent
the assays of PFV and HIV-1 IN proteins showed some clustered
strand transfer. However, these PFV and HIV-1 PCR products
were not further investigated and therefore could also represent
bias in the PCR amplification reaction. Notably, chimeras with
HIV-1 CCD showed detectable activity with all three substrates.
Reactions were also conducted in Mg2+, which allows Ty3
position-specific integration in the presence of TFP [29] (Fig. 4B,
right panel). In the presence of Mg2+ and the TFP targeting factor,
only native Ty3 IN showed position specific activity. The major
site of strand transfer for Ty3 IN was the site of SNR6 transcription
initiation mediated by TFP, as previously verified by sequencing.
No chimeric IN showed position-specific strand transfer.

3. Strand-transfer Activity of Chimeric IN Proteins

Discussion

Based on observations with other targeted retrotransposons and
in vitro pull-downs with Ty3 IN and targeting protein TFP
(manuscript in preparation), the Ty3 IN CTD was a candidate
for mediating target protein interactions. Therefore the wt (HHH,
PPP, and TTT) and six chimeric IN proteins containing Ty3 IN
CTD (HHT, HPT, PHT, PPT, HTT, and PTT) were assayed in
the presence of Mn2+ or Mg2+with homologous and heterologous
donor substrates to test whether the Ty3 CTD was sufficient to
confer targeting specificity. In vitro strand-transfer activity of
chimeric IN proteins was monitored as the transfer of preprocessed duplex (39 end recessed) oligonucleotide substrate into a
target plasmid and detection of the product by PCR such that the
size of the amplicon reflected the position of strand transfer
(Fig. 4A).
Mn2+ enhances some retrovirus IN activities [53], but in the
case of Ty3 IN it caused strand transfer to favor regions with
sequence similar to the 8-bp perfect inverted repeat of the native
donor Ty3 cDNA [29] (Fig. 4B, left panel). Native HIV-1 IN

Application of CODA was previously demonstrated for rapid
in vitro assembly of recoded gene sequences [49] and for scanning
saturation mutagenesis [54]. In this work we demonstrated a new
application of CODA sequences in generation of specific userdirected crossover libraries.
Crossover points were chosen based on PFV and HIV-1 IN
structures and modeling of the Ty3 IN CCD to identify domain
boundaries compatible with the retrovirus IN proteins [13]. In
Mn2+ each native recoded CODA enzyme was active on
homologous donor substrates, but only HIV-1 IN was active on
heterologous substrates. This result is consistent with previous
work showing that HIV-1 IN is not highly specific with respect to
donor substrate DNA, particularly in the presence of Mn2+ [55].
Although the specific activity of these proteins was not determined,
HIV-1 IN generated more detectable products on the PFV
substrate than on the Ty3 substrate. Comparison of the terminal
plus strand ten nts of U5 DNA sequence, which includes positions

2. Computationally Optimized DNA Assembly of wt and
Chimeric IN Genes

PLOS ONE | www.plosone.org
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Figure 4. Strand-transfer assay of chimeric IN proteins. A. Strand-transfer assay strategy. HIV-1, PFV, and Ty3 IN proteins and chimeras
were assayed and products were detected by PCR using primers annealed to the donor substrate (P1) and the target plasmid pLY1855 (P2) to control
DNA per reaction (C1,C2), as described in Materials and Methods. B. PCR products of strand-transfer assays. Reactions were done under
conditions where native Ty3 IN targets the strand transfer in a sequence specific mode (Mn2+, left panel) or in a position-specific mode (Mg2+ plus
host factor TFP, right panel). Donor substrates represent preprocessed U5 ends of the HIV-1-, PFV-, and Ty3-cDNAs. Assay products were extracted
and fractionated as described in Materials and Methods. The assays were performed a minimum of two times and representative products are shown.
P, positive control PCR of Ty3 integrated in target plasmid; N, negative control in vitro reaction with no IN processed for PCR. Abbreviations are the
same as in the Fig. 2 legend.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0063957.g004

implicated in IN processing specificity (HIV-1:AAAATCTCTAGCA; PFV:AAAATTCCATACA; and Ty3: GCCCGTAATACAACA) [2,55], shows that Ty3 differs dramatically from
HIV-1 and PFV in these terminal sequences. These results also
indicate that if HIV-1, similar to PFV, contacts target DNA with
CCD and CTD domains, then the HIV-1 CCD and Ty3 CTD
are compatible with respect to requisite contacts. The lack of
activity of chimeras with PFV or Ty3 CCD might result from
steric clashes between the domains, requirement for the NTD in
addition to one other domain, or requirement for all three
domains to cooperate in generating the position specific product.
Previous analyses of chimeras between HIV-1 and other lentiretroviruses, including feline immunodeficiency virus [56,57],
PLOS ONE | www.plosone.org

Visna [58,59], caprine arthritis encephalitis virus [58], and PFV
[60] have used similar divisions of IN into NTD, CCD, and CTD
domains to map viral substrate and local target DNA specificity.
These studies, consistent with more recent insights from PFV
structures, largely agree that retroviral cDNA substrate specificity
is not affected by the NTD and is determined by the CCD with
contributions from the CTD. Chimeras of HIV-1 and visna IN
proteins showed parental patterns of target interaction associated
with the CCD in alcoholysis assays but did not recreate parental
IN patterns with cDNA substrates [59,61]. Chimeras between
HIV-1 and feline immunodeficiency virus showed strong influence
of the CCD on strand transfer patterns [57] and so are consistent
with PFV structures showing contacts between the CCD and
7
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target DNA [12,18–20]. HIV and PFV chimeras, with slightly
different CCD bounds than used in our study, were more
informative with respect to cDNA end recognition than local
sequence targeting because of weak strand transfer activity [60].
The current study attempted to map interactions responsible for
docking IN on the target cDNA as well as interactions responsible
for Ty3 local target-DNA specificity in Mn2+.
In our assays in the presence of Mg2+ and targeting protein
TFP, only Ty3 IN generated a product. Lack of chimeric IN
products was most meaningful in the case of the chimeras
containing the HHT and PHT, which were active in the presence
of Mn2+ indicating that they were grossly competent for strand
transfer. Because HIV CCD alone is competent for disintegration,
but not strand transfer, this result is consistent with some
contribution of the Ty3 and PFV domains to the strand transfer
activity observed for the HHT and PHT chimeras. Although
in vitro pull-down assays show that the Ty3 CCD and CTD
interact independently with the targeting factor TFP (manuscript
in preparation), HTT and PTT chimeras also failed to show
strand transfer activity. This was expected based on the lack of
TFP-independent activity in Mn2+-containing assays.
In summary, this work demonstrated a DNA-directed crossover
method for generation of chimeric proteins, useful in structurefunction studies and in the development of novel combinations of
protein domains. Assays of chimeric IN proteins representing two
lentiviruses and the Ty3 retrotransposon demonstrated that Ty3
IN strand transfer, unlike that of HIV-1, is restricted for cDNA
terminal sequences; that HIV-1 NTD and CCD are compatible
with the Ty3 CTD for utilization of the HIV-1 substrate; and that

PFV may be similar to Ty3 in exhibiting strong sequence based
targeting in the presence of Mn2+.
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